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A Decomposition Approach to Distributed Control of
Spatially Invariant Systems

Jeff S. Shamma and Gürdal Arslan

Abstract—This note considers the decentralized control of spatially in-
variant systems, i.e., systems of homogeneous interacting components. The
main idea is for individual components to model interactions with neigh-
bors as disturbances that satisfy certain magnitude bounds while simul-
taneously self-imposing symmetric magnitude bounds. These magnitude
bounds can be interpreted as negotiated levels of interaction among com-
ponents. It turns out that this approach is equivalent to constructing a feed-
back that is robustly stabilizing with structured uncertainties.

Index Terms—Constrained systems, spatially invariant systems, vehic-
ular platoons.

I. OVERVIEW

In a system with several interacting components, the challenge of
decentralized control is to design individual component controllers
that use “local” information but provide some type of “global” perfor-
mance.
One example is longitudinal control for a platoon of vehicles, where

individual vehicles control intervehicle spacing with using local con-
trols (e.g., acceleration and deceleration) and local measurements (e.g.,
neighboring vehicle measurements). An important concern for this ex-
ample is the potential lack of “string stability,” in which the magnitude
of spacing errors increasingly propagates along the platoon [14]. See
[14], [15], [9], and the references therein for additional discussion of
the platoon control problem as well as further background on control
of interconnected systems.
In this note, we consider the special structure of spatially invariant

systems, i.e., systems for which component interactions admit a sort
of homogeneous description. The main idea is for each component to
view its interactions with neighboring components as “disturbances.”
In particular, these disturbances will have an assumed magnitude
bound. Now while one component views its neighbors as disturbances,
that same component is simultaneously viewed as a disturbance by
its neighbors. Therefore, the local control design must assure that the
component itself satisfies the magnitude assumptions that it assumes
of its neighbors. Given this structure, the remaining issue is to find a
consistent set of magnitude bounds that is simultaneously assumed of
neighboring components and imposed on the local component.
We will derive a relationship between this control approach and the

problem of robust stabilization in the presence of diagonally structured
model perturbations. The method is illustrated on the control of dy-
namically coupled inverted pendulums and on intervehicle spacing of
a platoon of vehicles.
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A. Notation

For x 2 n with components xi, define jxj = maxi xi . For the
discrete-time signal, x(t), t = 0; 1; 2; . . ., define the norm

kxk = sup
t

jx(t)j :

For the dynamical system, T , mapping signals w(t) into signals
(Tw)(t), define the induced norm

kTk = sup
w 6=0

kTwk

kwk
:

II. DISTRIBUTED CONTROL VIA DECOMPOSITION

A. Problem Setup

Consider an infinite interconnection of systems, with each subsystem
described by the discrete-time state equations

x
+
i = Axi +

k2[�N;N]
k 6=0

B1;kCkxi+k +B2ui (1)

where xi 2 n and ui 2 n denote the ith subsystem state and con-
trols, respectively. The superscript notation x+ denotes the next time
step. The system is “doubly infinite” with i = 0;�1;�2; . . .. However,
it straightforward to accommodate finite interconnections using mod-
ular indexing (as in Section III-A) or semi-infinite interconnections,
i = 1; 2; . . ., with “virtual” boundary conditions (as in Section III-B).
The summation in the right-hand side represents interconnections

with the “neighboring” 2N subsystems. The form of (1) is “spatially
invariant” in that each subsystem’s state equations and neighboring in-
teractions are identical. Such systems have been considered recently in
[1].

B. Scalar Interconnections

In this section, we will consider the following special case of (1).
Assumption 2.1: The matrices B1;k have dimension nx� 1.
We are interested in the existence of spatially invariant decentralized

(possibly nonlinear) state feedback

ui = g(xi) (2)

that renders the system (1) stable with a “decentralized Lyapunov func-
tion,” V(�), of the following form.
Let V : n ! + satisfy the following.

• For some c1; c2 > 0

c1 jxij � V (xi) � c2 jxij : (3)

• The sublevel set

S = fxi : V (xi) � 1g :

is convex and balanced, i.e.,

xi 2 S , �xi 2 S: (4)

Let

x =

...
xi�1

xi

xi+1
...

:
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Now, define

V(x) = sup
i

V (xi): (5)

We will call V(�) a “decentralized Lyapunov function” if the system
dynamics (1) under the state feedback (2) satisfy

V(x(t+ 1)) � V(x(t)); for all t = 0; 1; 2; . . . : (6)

Wewill show that there is a strong relationship between the existence
of such a decentralized Lyapunov function [13] and the problem of
robust performance [10].
Consider representing subsystem interactions as exogenous distur-

bances. The state equations (1) then become (after omitting the i sub-
script)

x
+ =Ax + B1w +B2u

where B1 = (B1;�N . . . B1;�1 B1;1 . . . B1;N )

and w represents the interactions with neighboring subsystems

wk = Ckxi+k:

Define the “penalized” variable

z = Cx where C =

C�N
...

C�1

C1

...
CN

:

For any feedback law, u = g(x), these equations define closed-loop
dynamics from w to z. Let Tzw[g] denote these dynamics under zero
initial conditions, i.e., the mapping from signals w(�) to signals z(�)
induced by

x
+ =Ax +B2g(x) + B1w

z = Cx

with initial condition x(0) = 0.
The following assumption imposes a slight loss of generality since

it can be satisfied by introducing arbitrarily small perturbations. It does
significantly simplify the discussion. It assures that a bounded output,
z, implies a bounded state, x, without the need to resort to observability
arguments, and it assures that an open set of states will be reachable by
the disturbance,w, regardless of the feedback law and without the need
to resort to controllability arguments.
Assumption 2.2: The matrices B1 and C have rank nx.
Theorem 2.1: The following statements are equivalent.

a) There exists a g : n ! n such that the decentralized
feedback ui = g(xi) is stabilizing with a decentralized Lya-
punov function satisfying (3)–(5).

b) There exist a ~g : n ! n and a positive–definite diag-
onal matrix, D, such that

D
�1
Tzw[~g]D � 1:

Proof:
(a ) b): Recall the sublevel set

S = fx : V (x) � 1g :

By assumption, the Lyapunov condition (6) implies that

V
Axi +

k2[�N;N]
k 6=0

B1;kCkxi+k +B2g(xi)
� sup

j

V (xj):

In particular for any i

xi 2 S and xi+k 2 S; for all k 2 [�N;N ]

)
Axi +

k2[�N;N]
k 6=0

B1;kCkxi+k +B2g(xi)
2 S: (7)

Define D to be the diagonal matrix formed by the values

d�N = max
x2S

jC�Nxj ; . . . ; dN = max
x2S

jCNxj :

We can equivalently write (7) as

Axi+ B1Dw+B2g(xi) 2 S; for all xi 2 S and all jwj�1:

Consequently, xi 2 S implies that

jCk(Axi + B1Dw +B2g(xi))j�dk; for all �N�k�N

or, equivalently

D
�1C (Axi + B1Dw +B2g(xi) ) � 1

for all jwj � 1.
The aforementioned analysis can be extended to any sublevel set by

redefining g as follows. First, define ~V (x) : n ! + as

~V (x) = inf
�>0

� :
1

�
x 2 S :

The function ~V (x) represents a homogeneous version of the original
V (x). Since S is convex and balanced, ~V (x) represents a Minkowski
functional and defines a norm on n [4]. Likewise, define

~g(x) =
0; x = 0
~V (x)g x

~V (x)
; otherwise.

The redefined ~g(�) and ~V (�) are now both homogeneous. Arguments
as in [11], which use the balanced and convexity properties of S, es-
tablish that for any � > 0, xi 2 �S implies

D
�1C (Axi + B1Dw +B2~g(xi) ) � �

for all jwj � �. Consequentially, the conditions x(0) = 0 and kwk �
� together imply that

D
�1
z = D

�1
Tzw[~g]Dw � �

which, in turn, implies the desired induced norm

D
�1
Tzw[~g]D � 1:

(b ) a): The norm bound b) implies the existence of a con-
trolled invariant set that, in turn, can be used to define the sublevel set
of a convex decentralized Lyapunov function. The details are similar to
those found in [12] and the references therein.
Note that statement b) in Theorem 2.1 is precisely the necessary and

sufficient condition derived in [10] for robust stability in the presence
of linear time-varying structured uncertainty. In this sense, Theorem
2.1 can be interpreted as a structured small-gain argument that exploits
the specific subsystem interconnections.

C. Nonscalar Interactions

It is still possible to derive similar conclusions in the case where
Assumption 2.1, namely scalar interactions, is violated. The ideas be-
hind Theorem 2.1 remain the same, but the system interconnection
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Fig. 1. Coupled inverted pendulums.

bounds can no longer be captured by scalars. Rather, the interconnec-
tion bounds are characterized by set values. For convenience, suppose
the matrices B1;j are all of dimension nx � p.
The following theorem is analogous to Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 2.2: The following statements are equivalent.

a) There exists a g : n ! n such that the decentralized
feedback ui = g(xi) is stabilizing with a convex decentral-
ized Lyapunov function of the form (5).

b) There exists a bounded convex set S0 � n and convex sets
Sj �

p, defined as

Sj = CjS0

such that wj 2 Sj and x 2 S0 together imply that

x
+ =Ax +B2g(x) + B1

w�N
...

wN

2 S0

and

Cx+ 2S�N � � � � � SN :

Condition b) also implies an induced norm bound similar to that in
Theorem 2.1, but with the signal norm on w and z defined by the
Minkowski functionals corresponding to the sets fS�N ; . . . ; SNg as
follows.
Define �k : p ! + as

�k(�) = inf
��0

� :
1

�
� 2 Sk :

For v = ( v�N . . . vN ), with each vk 2 p, define the“block
norm” (e.g., [2, Sec. 3.1.2]) on 2Np as

jvj
�
= max �k(vk):

Finally, for the time signal w(t), define the signal norm

kwk
�
= sup

t�0

jw(t)j
�
:

Then, a consequence of Condition b) is that

x(0) = 0 and kwk
�
� 1

together imply that

kCxk
�
� 1:

D. Disturbance Rejection

It is possible to exploit the ideas in Section II to achieve decentral-
ized disturbance rejection. Toward this end, consider the local state dy-
namics with disturbance

x
+

i = Axi +B1;0wi;0 + B1;kCkxi+k +B2ui (8)

and penalized variable

zi;0 = C0xi:

We will say that a decentralized spatially invariant feedback

ui = g(xi)

achieves disturbance rejection of  if for zero initial conditions x(0) =
0, each penalized output satisfies jzi;0j �  in the presence of all local
disturbances jwi;0j � 1.
As before, we can associate with (8) the related robust stabilization

problem

x
+ =Ax + (B1;0 B1 )

w0

w
+B2u

z =
C0

C
x:

Now, redefine Tzw[g] to denote the dynamics associated with the pre-
vious system with zero initial conditions.
Following arguments similar to those of Theorem 2.1, one can show

that if there exist a g : n ! n and a positive–diagonal matrix,
D, such that

I 0

0 D

�1

Tzw[g]
I 0

0 D
� 1

then the decentralized feedback ui = g(xi) achieves a disturbance
rejection of  for the coupled system. Unfortunately, there is no longer
an “equivalence” as in the case of stabilization. The obstacle is that a
feedback law that achieves the specified level of disturbance rejection
need not admit a decentralized Lyapunov function.

III. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

A. Coupled Pendulums

We consider a (possibly infinite) number of identical inverted pen-
dulums coupled by identical springs as shown in Fig. 1. This system
is a generalization of the two pendulum system considered in [7]. The
ith pendulum has a local control input ui which has access to the local
state variable only, i.e., the angular position �i and the velocity _�i of the
ith pendulum. The pendulum couplings enter through a shared spring
on one side and a shared damper on the other.
We will use the following equations of motion for the ith pendulum

linearized about its upright equilibrium state:

_xi =
0 1

1 �1
xi +

0

1
ui

+
0

1
( 0 1 )xi�1 +

0

1
( 1 0 )xi+1
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where xi := ( �i _�i )
T . Using a zero-order hold with a sampling time

0.1 leads to a discrete-time system described by

x+i = Axi +B2ui +
k2f�1;1g

B1;kC1;kxi+k

where the matrices A, B1;k , C1;k, and B2 are defined in the obvious
manner. Note that the interconnection is actually spatially alternating,
rather than spatially invariant. This has only a notational effect on the
results.
This example will also illustrate how one can incorporate control

saturation constraints. In particular, we will assume the control inputs
are subject to the constraint

juij � 2:

Let Tzw[g] denote the input–output dynamics of

x+i =Axi + B1w +B2g(xi) x(0) = 0

z = C1xi

where g(�) is the decentralized nonlinear feedback law, and

B1 = (B1;�1 B1;1 ) C1 =
C1;�1

C1;1

:

Following Theorem 2.1, there exists a decentralized Lyapunov func-
tion

V(x) = max
i

V (xi)

if and only if there exists a diagonal D such that

D�1Tzw[g]D � 1:

Define the sublevel set

S = fx : V (x) � 1g :

The control saturation constraint adds the requirement that for allx 2 S

jg(x)j � 2:

Using methods of controlled invariance (such as [12], or more gen-
erally, the survey [3]), one can construct numerically a nonlinear feed-
back that meets the saturation constraint for

D =
1

2

1
or D =

2

3
1

2

:

Fig. 2 illustrates the resulting sublevel set of V (�) in each of these
cases. In the first case, the assumed constraint from neighboring pen-
dulums—and, therefore, the self-imposed constraint on local optimiza-
tions—is j�j � 1=2 while _� � 1, i.e., smaller range of motion and
larger rate of motion. In the second case, the assumed/self-imposed
constraint is j�j � 2=3 and _� � 1=2, i.e., larger range of motion and
smaller rate of motion. The contrasting assumptions are apparent from
the sublevel set plots of Fig. 2. Similarly, one can show numerically
that the unscaled case D = I is not feasible.
Finally, Fig. 3 shows the time response of 21 interconnected pendu-

lums with random initial conditions in a “ring” formation, i.e., the first
pendulum is connected to the second pendulum and the 21st pendulum.

B. Vehicle Platoons

Consider the control of a platoon of vehicles in which each vehicle
must follow the previous vehicle at a specified spacing [15]. Assume
the ith vehicle is modeled as

_di = vi�1 � vi

_vi = ai

_ai = � �ai + �ui

where di is the intervehicle spacing, vi is the vehicle velocity, ai is the
vehicle acceleration, and ui is the vehicle control.

Fig. 2. Sublevel sets of V (x) for (a) D =
1=2

1
and (b)

D =
2=3

1=2
.

Taken at face value, Theorem 2.1 suggests modeling the prior ve-
hicle velocity as a “disturbance.” This will not be the case. Rather, we
will introduce a change of variables that will enable a more reasonable
model.
From the ith vehicle’s perspective, the (i�1)th vehicle will be mod-

eled as

_vi�1 = ��vi�1 + vc

where the “disturbance” vc is assumed to satisfy jvc(t)j � , i.e., the
prior vehicle’s velocity is a low-pass filtered response to an unspecified
command velocity. The constants � and  enter as parameters in the
vehicle model.
Define si = ai + �vi, and let vmodi denote the ith vehicle’s model

of the velocity of preceding, (i� 1)th vehicle. Then, a simple change
of variables leads to the equations

_vmodi = � �vmodi + si�1
_di = vmodi � vi

_vi = � �vi + si

_si =(�� �)(si � �vi) + �ui:

The “local” state variable is

xi =

vmodi

di
vi
si

:

In this form, the coupling “disturbance” is

si�1 = (0 0 0 1 )xi�1:

The local control design objective is to maintain jz(t)j � 1, where

z =
d

�
s



(9)

in the presence of all trajectories jsij � . The parameter � reflects
the size of intervehicle spacing (actually, the deviation from desired
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Fig. 3. Time responses with D =
1:5

2
. (a) � (t). (b) _�(t). (c) u (t).

Fig. 4. (a) Intervehicle spacing. (b) Vehicle velocity time histories.

spacing) and is to bemade as small as possible. The parameter  reflects
the size of the admissible velocity changes of the previous vehicle, and
is to be made as large as possible. Once again, the model assumed from
the previous vehicle is also imposed on the local control design.

A nonlinear state feedback was designed for a discretized version of
these dynamics using the methods in [12]. The parameters were

� = 1 � = 2  = 10 � = 0:4:
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Fig. 5. String instability in absence of consistency constraint.

Upon implementation, the resulting local feedback

ui(t) = g(vmodi (t); di(t); vi(t); si(t))

is actually implemented as

ui(t) = g(vi�1(t); di(t); vi(t); si(t))

i.e., the local model of the previous vehicle’s velocity is replaced with
the actual previous vehicle’s velocity. This is possible since each ve-
hicle self-imposes a behavior that is consistent with this model.
Fig. 4 shows the simulation results of a 10 vehicle platoon with

random initial vehicle spacing. Note that “negative” spacings corre-
spond to deviations from nominal values. The lead vehicle i = 1 is
guided by a “virtual” vehicle i = 0 that reflects the commanded ve-
locity of the entire platoon. Also, because of the directionality of how
vehicles influence each other, there is no consequence of truncating the
platoon. Fig. 4(a) indicates (relative) intervehicle spacing. Fig. 4(b) in-
dicates individual vehicle velocities, where the thick line represents the
commanded velocity which is only available to the lead vehicle.
The central idea of this note is that it may be possible to model

neighbor interactions as disturbances and then to design local opti-
mizing controllers provided that the local control designs assume a
prescribed behavior from neighbors and introduce self-imposed con-
straints as a guarantee to its neighbors.
Fig. 5 shows simulation results when such self-imposed constraints

are removed. This was done by eliminating si from the penalized vari-
able z and imposing more stringent constraints on only intervehicle
spacing. More precisely, the controller seeks to constrain kzk where

z =
di

�

as opposed to (9). The result is aggressive behavior that violates the
assumed behavior from neighbors. The telltale “string instability” is
apparent.
Finally, we mention that “string instability” is still present in Fig. 4.

The controlled invariance methods result in an error amplification rate
of a tenth of a percent per vehicle, which, for ten vehicles, implies a 1%

amplification from the lead vehicle to the tail vehicle. More precisely,
the induced norm from si�1 to si is 1.001. The presence of nonzero
growth is consistent with the topology of the lead vehicle having the
only access to the commanded velocity, while other vehicles measure
the velocity of the previous vehicle in the platoon [14]. This situation is
specific to the platoon problem and not an artifact of the decomposition
approach [9].

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This note has presented a decomposition approach to controlling in-
terconnected systems. The main idea is to design “local” individual
component controllers by assuming a behavior of interconnected com-
ponents while simultaneously self-imposing the same behavior as a
constraint in the local design. It was shown that this approach estab-
lishes an equivalence between so-called decentralized Lyapunov func-
tions and structured small-gain conditions. The small-gain norm con-
sidered here involved an induced `1 norm. Similar ideas have been
explored recently using induced `2 norms (i.e.,H1 framework) in [5].
While the present setup is for spatially invariant systems, as in [1],
the concept extends to other topologies. The complication is that the
set of component assumptions and controller designs is no longer uni-
form, but then becomes component dependent. Finally, we comment
that similar concerns regarding how to represent neighboring compo-
nents while performing local optimal designs also arise in recent work
on distributed model predictive control [6], [8].
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Heuristic Methods for Delay Constrained Least Cost
Routing Using -Shortest-Paths

Zhanfeng Jia and Pravin Varaiya

Abstract—The delay constrained least cost (DCLC) problem is to find
the least cost path in a graph subject to a delay constraint. First formu-
lated in the context of routing in computer networks, the DCLC model
also applies to problems of path planning and other decision problems.
DCLC is -complete. Many heuristic methods have been proposed
for it. This note presents two new methods based on the -shortest-path
( SP) approach. These heuristic methods—one centralized, the other
distributed—are both polynomial. In numerical experiments the proposed
algorithms almost always find the optimal paths.

Index Terms—Combinatorics, multicriteria optimization, QoS routing,
routing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The delay constrained least cost (DCLC) problem is to find the least
cost path subject to a delay constraint. The network is modeled as a
directed graph G = (V; E), where V is the set of nodes and E �

V � V is the set of directed links. Each link l 2 E is characterized
by a cost c(l) and a delay d(l), both nonnegative. Given a source node
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s 2 V , a destination node d 2 V , and a positive delay constraint
�delay , the DCLC problem is

min
p2P (s;d)

l2p

c(l) (1)

subject to
l2p

d(l) � �delay (2)

where P (s; d) is the set of all paths from s to d, called the path space.
DCLC problem is motivated by quality of service (QoS) routing, in

which links are modeled by more than one metric such as hop count,
bandwidth, cost, delay, delay jitter, and loss probability. Most of these
metrics are additive: The total metric of a path is the sum of link met-
rics along the path. The problem of finding a path subject to two or
more additive metrics is NP -complete [1]. The DCLC formulation
alsomodels path planning problems. For example, in planning a robot’s
path through a hazardous environment onemaywant to find the shortest
path subject to a constraint on the total risk incurred [2]. Another ex-
ample is to find a path through a tolled road network that takes min-
imum time subject to a constraint on the total toll.
The Pareto set of nondominated paths illustrates the difficulty of

finding the optimal DCLC path. A path p is called dominated if there
exists another path p0 that is better than p in one metric, and not worse
in the other. Therefore, the Pareto set includes the efficient frontier of
the path space. Heuristic methods generally find a prospective subset of
the Pareto set and then select the optimum in the subset. The procedure
may happen recursively. For example, the Lagrange relaxation method
finds paths that minimize a convex combination of cost and delay, thus
searches the convex hull of the Pareto set. Unfortunately, the Pareto set
is not in general convex, so this method is incapable of computing the
optimum.
This note presents two new methods to find the optimal DCLC path.

The underlying idea is to use the k-shortest-path (kSP) approach so
that the methods have more than one choice at each step of heuristics,
thus exploring a larger portion of the Pareto set. The proposed algo-
rithms are polynomial. Numerical experiments demonstrate that they
almost always achieve the optimal solution. The remainder of the note
is organized as follows. Section II describes related work in the litera-
ture. In Sections III and IV, we present the two proposed methods, and
analyze their complexity. Section V shows the numerical experiments.
Section VI further discusses the relationship between optimality and k
parameters. Section VII concludes the note.

II. RELATED WORK

The constrained Bellman–Ford (CBF) algorithm by Widyono [3]
solves DCLC by enumerating the Pareto set, therefore has exponen-
tial worst-case complexity. To solve the DCLC problem in polynomial
time, various types of heuristics are introduced.
An early, simple algorithm by Lee [4] tried each of the metrics and

checked whether it is feasible. Pornavalai et al. [5] improved upon this
idea by combining paths calculated with different metrics. Salama [6]
allowed each node to choose between least cost and least delay paths
independently from the choices at previous nodes. These algorithms
find solutions by connecting shortest-path sections, thus are called com-
bined path heuristics.
Another type of combined metric heuristics beginning with Jaffe

[7] first constructs a single metric from all metrics and then applies a
shortest-path algorithm. Juttner et al. [8] proposed a Lagrange relax-
ation based method (LARAC) that linearly combines cost and delay.
Wang [9] suggested nonlinear combinations. A practical nonlinear
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